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1) Detection of similar images
using pHash (perceptual
hash) [Zauner, 2010].
è5% of images are not unique
2) Detection of low quality
images using Blur detection
algorithm [H Tang, 2012].









KOS, KOS+ [Karger, 2011];;
Hard Penalty [Jagabathula, 2014].
ü Improved quality of image dataset;;
ü Improved majority voting estimates;;
ü Benchmarked state-­of-­the-­art
algorithms;;
ü Demonstrated that these algorithms
perform on a par with majority voting.
Explanation: all volunteers are
reliable, the task assignment is highly
irregular.
ü Accuracy is 96% for images with more
than 9 votes.
We  increased  the  accuracy  of  “Cropland  
Capture”  data  from  76%  to  91%The  Cropland  Capture
Game
How  to  aggregate  votes  from  non-­experts?
Approach
Individual performance of
volunteers is studied with respect






































ü There  are  no  spammers  among
volunteers  with  more  than  12  
votes;;  
ü Good  volunteers  prevail;;  
ü Volunteers  with  >100  votes  show  
higher  accuracy  than  any  tested  
algorithm.  
*We  use  publicly  available  code  (https://github.com/ashwin90/Penalty-­based-­clustering)  
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